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„We cannot solve our problems with 

the same level of  
thinking that created them!“  

Albert Einstein

stress management for senior managers
open seminar

location: rosenheim



•	 Do you often feel stressed?
•	 Is it sometimes difficult to find time to take care of your employees because of your operational tasks?
•	 Do you sometimes have sleep problems?
•	 Do you want to know which type you are with regard to how you are handling stress and how you treat your 

employees?
•	 Do you want to foster authentic communication and trust within your team?

If you have answered “Yes” to one of the above questions, the TLEX training is exactly what you are looking for. The 
following pages will provide you with further details on the TLEX training approach as well as on the open seminar for 
leaders and senior managers.

TLEX stands for Transformational Leadership for Excellence and offers trainings for the development of self-management 
qualities, so-called soft skills, which are much needed in times of high demand and stress. Self-Management is the 
foundation for good and succesful leadership and team development.

TLEX trainings are normally custom-made for companies and other institutions. This open course offers the opportunity 
to develop one’s own soft skills and also to see whether TLEX offers a format that could be interesting for your company.

We are happy to answer your questions via email or telephone. PLease find all our contact details on the last page.

Sincerely,

the TLEX team
 

Dear Reader,



Handling stress and pressures at work confidently and with ease.
Stress activates the whole body to quickly react in threatening situations. Chronic long-term stress, however, seriously 
weakens performance and harms health and productivity. It narrows ones’ scope and leads to hasty and sometimes 
wrong decisions. Scientific studies* suggest that stress is the second-most common health problem at work. What can 
be done when high potential individuals need to continue to perform at top speed and under challenging, ever-changing 
circumstances? How can they uphold a high level of performance, and at the same time stay calm, relaxed and focused? 

Overview
The TLEX program stress management teaches participants how to keep a balance between mental and physical activity 
and relaxation, so they can stay healthy and effective in the long run, even under the most challenging of circumstances. 

Approach & Benefits
TLEX aims to increase your wellbeing and effectiveness as a leader long-term. To do this, TLEX follows a 3-step 
approach. 

1.  Self-Mastery. Self-management under stress, increased resilience and the ability to mentally detach and recharge at 
the end of the day.

2.  Social-Mastery. Being able to foster trust and connectedness within teams to enhance collective performance.

3.  Mastery of Possibilities. Cultivating vision and inspiration to increase the potential of the organization to maximize 
possibilities for growth in times of change.

Self-Mastery 

OBJECTIVE
Enhanced resilience
Work-life integration
Emotional intelligence
Stress- and Time Management

METHODS
Perception training
Relaxation training
Creating mind-friendly structures
Achieving relaxed alertness
Time management tools

Social-Mastery 

OBJECTIVE
Strong team spirit
High level of trust
Relationship building 
Effective communication 

METHODS
Deep dive conversations
Storytelling
Mindful listening
Group processes
Interactive exercises

Mastery of Possibilities 

OBJECTIVE
Inspiration
High ownership
 Effective change management
Expanding capacity 

METHODS
Self-study  
Reflection processes
Group processes
Discussions  
Emotional connect to the vision

*European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
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Agenda

TLEX Seminar: 800,00€ | Early bird until 6 weeks before: 
650,00€

Room prices (RoSana): Single room 110,00€ / night | 
Double room 170,00€ / night

Food (RoSana): Full board (Ayurvedic-vegetarian food): 
60,00€ per day/ person 

Prices  

DAY 1 | 10:00-18:00  
10.00:  Welcome and Introduction to the topic stress

10.15:  Perception 

11.00:  Stress & Energy

 11.30:  Break 

11.45:  Stress management – practical techniques 

12.30:  Lunch 

14.00:  Work-Life Balance

 14.45:  Stress management – practical techniques 

15.45:  Break 

16.10:  The science of breath and meditation 

16.45:  Connectedness & Trust 

17.45:  Feedback and closing 

18.00:  End 

DAY 2 | 9:30-13:00  
09.30:  Welcome and reflections

10.00:  Stress management – practical techniques

11.15:  Break 

11.30:  Personal Vision & Inspiration 

12.15:  21-day-Challenge 

12.45:  Feedback and closing 

13.00:  End 



Representative Client List

Trainer:  

What people say

“The workshop has helped to improve the work environment, teamwork and productivity, and reduce stress. Our investment of 
time has been well worth the returns from the program.”  
Dr. Sanjay Pradhan, Vice President, The World Bank, USA 

“This workshop has changed my perception towards life. It has been enlightening, refreshing and enriching.” 
Chan Bee Hong, Financial Controller of Shangri La Hotels, Singapore 

“Stress is a major inhibitor to team work, and we needed a course that would help reduce personal stress while building 
teamwork. APEX (former name of TLEX) was just what we needed.”   
Priyan Attygalle, CEO of American Express, Saudi Arabia 

If people love what they do, they will take responsibility. And when people take
responsibility, they lead the organization to its vision.

Christoph Glaser
Christoph has been conducting leadership, well-being, and ethics programs worldwide since 15 years. 
He has worked with companies such as Accenture, GE, Daimler, Shell, the World Bank Group as well as 
with Universities and Business Schools like Harvard Business School. Since 2006 he serves as Managing 
Director of the World Forum for Ethics in Business in partnership with the World Bank and is CEO of 
TLEX Ltd.

Heidi Gutschmidt
After graduating from Law school at the LMU in Munich Heidi Gutschmidt was working as a 
lawyer. Since 10 years she has been shifting her focus to training and consulting in the field of stress 
management and health, communication and teambuilding as well as transformational leadership. Today 
she is CEO of the RoSana Health center and has been working for TLEX since 4 years.
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RoSana OHG
Kunstmühlstraße 25 
83026 Rosenheim
Germany
phone: +49-8031-9010914
email: h.gutschmidt@tlexprogram.com 

www.rosana.de

 
 

Registration and room reservation:

TLEX GmbH
Renggstraße 33 
6052 Hergiswil NW
Switzerland
phone: +49-176-57963885 
email: m.fels@tlexprogram.com

www.tlexinstitute.com  

TLEX Office Europe


